
Back to Rotating strikes: Canada Post’s death march

Canada Post and its unionized workers are locked in a death embrace. The rotating strikes that started on Friday will only make it worse as
most Canadians realize how little they rely on the post office, and quickly figure out ways to use it even less than they do now.

Regardless of the outcome of this dispute, Canada needs to move toward a modern, sustainable postal service. Even in the era of ubiquitous
email, texting, instant messaging and online bill paying, this is not impossible. Most advanced countries have already overhauled their postal
systems, or are in the midst of doing it.

A widely quoted study by the Montreal Economic Institute documents some of these changes. Germany, Austria and the Netherlands, for
example, have privatized their systems fully or in part. They also opened up their postal markets to competitors. Sweden and New Zealand have
kept their publicly owned postal services but allowed competition. The result has been better service, higher productivity and lower costs for
consumers.

Canada missed an opportunity when Moya Greene, an executive with wide experience in privatization and deregulation, served as chief
executive of Canada Post from 2005 until last year. As former Canada Post CEO Michael Warren has written in the Star, Greene tried to interest
the Harper government in some form of gradual privatization by offering equity shares to the public. Instead, Ottawa allowed the corporation to
take on vastly greater debt to modernize its equipment. Greene has now moved on to the Royal Mail in the U.K., where she’s leading efforts to
privatize that service.

Understandably, Canada Post’s employees are upset that the company wants to chip away at their wages and benefits by paying less to new
hires and reducing sick leave. They point out that the post office makes an operating profit and ask why it has kept the price of stamps lower
than in many other countries. The implicit message is: why can’t you just pass on higher costs to consumers? And in fact, rates are going up 20
per cent by 2014.

Uncomfortably for both workers and managers, jacking up rates is a lot harder now that consumers have so many alternatives. Mail volume is
down 17 per cent in two years; the company continues to deliver less and less mail to more and more addresses; it struggles with out-of-date
equipment; and has a multi-billion-dollar pension shortfall. This is hardly a formula for long-term success.

The Canadian Union of Postal Workers is doing what it knows how to do — hitting the bricks in defence of the wages and benefits its members
have struggled for over the years. Once the dust has settled, though, Ottawa needs to open the door to real change at Canada Post. The
alternative is a slow march into irrelevance.
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